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ABSTRACT 
 
The contents of this paper will detail the making of my film Into the Green, a University 
of New Orleans thesis film. I will examine the processes used to create my film in five parts. Part 
One will cover the various inspirations and influences that I pulled from to create the story. Part 
Two will cover the entirety of pre-production and will begin to detail the various collaborators 
who worked along with me.  In Part Three I will discuss the shooting process in Arkansas, and in 
Part Four I will cover the film’s journey through post-production. Finally, in Part Five, I will 
analyze my filmmaking experience and discuss future plans for Into the Green. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
When I set out to write the script for Into the Green, I had little to contribute in terms of 
plot for my first draft. I had an arsenal of visuals and settings that I wanted to associate with my 
main character Eleanor, a high school principal in a rural southern town.  Bringing Eleanor’s 
story to life has been one of the most challenging screenwriting ventures I have encountered, but 
it was a process that I welcomed, going from pre-production, production, and into post-
production.   
Throughout each of these phases I continually recreated my story of Eleanor. My goal as 
a screenwriter was to create a story with poetic latitude that would be accompanied by ethereal 
images. I wanted my audience to feel as though they were hearing an Arthurian fable being told 
through voiceovers, but watching the story of an ordinary woman.  By creating this storytelling 
style I sought to mimic the psyche of Eleanor for the audience to experience. Eleanor’s emotions 
in the film are torn between the love she has for Hyde and her drive to continue on as Principal. 
The ethereal imagery in the film represents both her memories of Hyde and a reverie of the 
connection they could have shared had he not perished. Eleanor’s memories of him are 
fantastical compared to her reality. Therefore, I wanted my audience to feel as though they were 
experiencing a memory of an event or person that was enjoyed but not savored; and once we 
returned to this memory it was sweeter. This feeling had to extend beyond the character and 
incorporate the atmosphere, setting, and use of an unconventional narrative.  
 To paraphrase Francis Ford Coppola, a film is made three times. The first is during the 
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writing process. This was my most challenging time to create the story of Into the Green and 
Eleanor’s character. The second time is on set during the directing process. For me, this was the 
most collaborative process. Even though I was constantly working with different collaborators 
throughout the filmmaking process, it was on set where I had the most input and collaboration 
working with my actors and crew.  And the third time a film is made is during the editing 
process.  
The time I spent editing Into the Green also gave me the opportunity to rewrite the script. 
When editing, you have many opportunities to re-create the story of a film. For me, I had an even 
greater advantage because I chose to record the voiceovers after we had wrapped principal 
photography. Voiceovers were included in the script, but I knew from the beginning that I was 
going to revise them before the first session of voice recordings. This allowed me to let the story 
bend and grow in multiple directions, cut after cut. Therefore, not only was I able to recreate my 
film three times, but I was able to return to all the different versions I had created for a combined 
storyline that included a piece of each version and unified my overall purpose; a purpose that 
brought me back to the roots of my story and inspirations, and allowed me to revisit my drive 
and motivations to make this film. In conclusion, this thesis paper will serve as a document that 
not only discusses my collaborative endeavors with other creators, but an enlightening journey 
with myself through my own creative struggles and successes. 
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I. INSPIRATION AND STORY 
 
As with many stories, the origins of my thesis film Into the Green is riddled with both 
truth and fiction. My inspirations began with the legend of the “green flash.” In reality, this is an 
atmospheric event, a strange flash of light caused by the refraction and scattering of the sun’s 
rays just before sunset. This phenomenon has been the subject of various stories and myths, the 
most popular being Jules Verne’s 1882 novel Le Rayon Vert or The Green Ray. Other literary 
and cinematic references include William S. Burroughs Cities of the Red Night and the 2007 film 
Pirates of the Caribbean: At World’s End. According to Celtic folklore the green flash is referred 
to as the ‘living light’ and can offer special healing powers in its presence. But it is not just an 
oddity that is rooted in fiction; it is an observation that has been recorded by astronomers and 
scientists around the world, dating back to 1865.1  
My own curiosity was spurred when I visited San Diego in the spring of 2013 and learned 
that some on the California coast had observed the infamous green flash, when conditions were 
just right. I was surprised to discover that such a phenomenon surrounded by myth was in fact an 
actual atmospheric event. In addition, it was a local fascination for many and a point of attraction 
for tourists visiting San Diego.   
Once my interest in the subject began to grow, I conducted my own research and came 
across Verne’s novel, The Green Ray. In Verne’s work a group of travelers search for the green 
flash throughout their journeys. A man and woman among the travelers begin to fall in love and 
                                                 
1 D.J.K O’Connell, “The green flash and other low sun phenomena,” Castel Gandolfo: Vatican 
Observatory, 1958, Ricerche Astronomiche 4 (1958): , accessed February 6, 2017, 
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/1958RA…...4…...O. 
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at the conclusion of the story the group finally witnesses the marvelous emerald occurrence. But 
the two lovers have fallen so deeply in love and are so wrapped up in one another that they miss 
the flash of green and the purpose of their journey. Through these two characters Verne tells his 
audience that the green flash represents a great understanding that two individuals find within 
one another, a cavern of knowledge that goes as deep as the human soul.  
The connection between lovers in The Green Ray was the connection I wanted to create 
between Eleanor and Hyde. I made the decision to not directly reference the green flash but 
instead only be inspired by what is represents in Verne’s novel. However, I still wanted a 
representation of Hyde and Eleanor’s love that could be rooted in both a realistic and ethereal 
setting. This is how I arrived at the idea of the green marble. Green is a color that represents life, 
growth, and insight -- three very important elements of Eleanor’s relationship with Hyde. And a 
marble is an item Hyde’s character would collect among all his clutter and knick knacks.  
Combining my own wonderment of the green flash and Verne’s interpretation, I created 
the thematic elements of Into the Green. I chose a high school principal in a small southern town 
as my subject and I chose “Eleanor” as her name because it translates to ‘shining light.’  In 
addition, I became fascinated by the name at a young age listening to the Beatles, 1966 song 
“Eleanor Rigby,” whose subject is a lonely woman who is forgotten when she passes. One verse 
of the song states “Waits at the window, wearing the face /that she keeps in a jar by the 
door/Who is it for?”  Had Eleanor Rigby longed to be loved and understood by someone? Had 
she loved and lost her soulmate long ago? These are the questions I was pondering as I was 
constructing the story of Eleanor King, the middle-aged high school principal.  
The other part of Eleanor’s character, her role as high school principal, was spawned 
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from my own life experience. My father has been a school administrator for nearly 40 years. I 
have witnessed his journey in this career my entire life and have always been fascinated by the 
ever-changing but simple world of a small-town principal. Being at the forefront of a child’s 
education can be both challenging and rewarding.  I became inspired to create a slice-of-life 
drama with this mindset.  
For slice-of-life influences in cinema I turned to Frederick Wiseman’s 1968 film High 
School, a documentary in the cinéma vérité style. When I first watched this film in 2012, I was 
taken by its simple compositions and unique perspective.  The film follows various individuals in 
a Pennsylvania high school throughout the course of one day. On the surface we, as the audience, 
are simply observing the daily processes of a high school, but underneath Wiseman is making a 
subtle statement -- that an institution thrives as a collective body and the experiences of the 
individual are controlled by what best serves the whole. This was the influence I brought to 
Eleanor’s story.  I wanted us to see her from an objective standpoint as she went throughout her 
day.  As she became more worried about the absence of Hyde, I wanted our viewpoint to have a 
subjective shift.  I felt going in with this mindset would make the film feel more familiar to the 
audience.  By using these two viewpoints, I felt it would further emphasize how guarded Eleanor 
is from those that she sees every day.  
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I. PREPRODUCTION 
 
A. Script  
 
The process of pre-production for Into the Green officially began when I wrote the first draft 
of the script. Screenwriting is not my greatest strength and I went through multiple versions of 
Eleanor’s story and worked with my Major Professor, Assistant Professor Erik Hansen, before I 
realized how I wanted to structure the script and what characters I wanted to bring into Eleanor’s 
life. Eventually, I came to the conclusion that Eleanor should experience a great loss of someone 
she loves. Earnest Hyde, a teacher in her school, became this character. My intent was to never 
see his face, only his silhouette.  But his voice would be present throughout, as the narrator. 
Being that Eleanor’s story is a slice-of-life narrative, it was fitting to have a narrator add to her 
thoughts and emotions.  Once I incorporated these elements, I began focusing on the atmosphere 
of the script. I tried to imagine how Eleanor sees herself in her school, and how Hyde sees her. 
This led me to the “Kingdom” drafts of the script.  I felt that Hyde would see Eleanor as a 
“Queen” in her own “Kingdom,” and he would speak as if telling a Southern fairytale.  I went 
through six drafts of the “Kingdom” versions of the script before shooting began.  
After shooting was wrapped I continued to work on the voiceovers.  I rewrote Hyde’s story 
of Eleanor after multiple cuts of the film, various revisions, and feedback from my peers and 
committee members. This was a process I had planned on from the beginning.  In order to create 
an unconventional story I had to go about the script writing process in an unconventional 
manner.  The voiceovers that I wrote for the script initially were never permanent. I wrote them 
in an attempt to establish as much of the setting, atmosphere, and backstory of the script as 
possible.  Once I recorded a series of temp voiceovers in post-production it occurred to me just 
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how on the nose (OTN) many of the phrases were. It became a challenging experience, re-
working the voiceovers.  With each new cut I became inspired to take the voiceovers in another 
direction.  
A common pattern for my screenwriting process involves re-working an idea so much so that 
it transforms into a script or story with an entirely different meaning.  This process is a result of 
my own anxieties as a writer and filmmaker.  This anxiety is rooted in the fear that my story will 
lose flexibility in production and post-production.  That ultimately my film will fail and I will 
not be able to shape it the way that I want in order to better serve the story and meaning. 
However, every artist must find a way to overcome self-doubt. Therefore, I opted to create an 
elastic script. One that was not tied to a conventional narrative and relied heavily on voiceovers 
and cinematography, two elements of the script that I felt I had total control over during 
production and post-production. 
 
B. Casting 
 
Since my script only had one main character, casting became a more simplified process than 
my previous short films. I worked with my Casting Director, Lauren Erwin, to put out a casting 
call and perfect the character of Eleanor. Previously, I had worked with Lauren to cast my 
second year film A Swarm Come April.  She was very professional and well-prepared throughout 
the entire process. Also, since we had already worked together and established a relationship, the 
casting process was that much smoother.  During casting sessions, I would give directing 
adjustments and then she would give her own adjustments.  Finally, I ended up casting Wendy 
Neisler, who was a last minute addition to our casting schedule. I had witnessed her acting talent 
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on a set I worked on over the summer and was so impressed with her performance that I asked 
her to come in the next day and read for Eleanor. I was so completely blown away by her reading 
that I called her the next day to offer her the part.  
The most challenging aspect of my casting process was the task of casting the remaining cast 
members, featured extras, and background.  I knew from the beginning that the film would be 
very dependent on them and their ability to ‘sell’ the idea of a functioning high school.  I also 
knew that since we would be traveling and staying in Arkansas, I had to be economical about my 
casting choices.  
For the roles of Sarah, Michael, the Secretary, the Substitute Teacher, the Coach, and the 
Police Chief, I relied on my filmmaking connections both at UNO and in Arkansas.  I 
approached Hayden Guthrie and Patrick Sanderson for the roles of Sarah and Michael, the 
couple in the courtyard. I had worked with Hayden on my own short films in the past and already 
had an established relationship with her.  I had not worked with Patrick, but I felt he and Hayden 
would be a good match on screen.  In terms of practicality, it is not a good decision to use your 
own crew members as extras and I would not advise it.  However, due to the overall needs of the 
production I felt it was necessary.  More importantly, I knew that once we were on location and 
shooting in the school we would be in a very controlled environment where crew members could 
easily switch roles.  Patrick and Hayden were very willing to play Michael and Sarah, and they 
were still able to perform their jobs on set as 2nd AC and Hair & Makeup. 
For the remaining cast members, I reached out to actors in Arkansas. I submitted casting calls 
to local newspapers and through Facebook, and contacted filmmaking acquaintances in 
Arkansas.  Lauren and I sorted through the actors that submitted and then chose the roles based 
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on looks and past works.  We chose Roben Sullivant for the Secretary, Johnny Jackson for the 
Coach, and Cheryl VanWinkle for the Substitute Teacher. They were all very willing and excited 
to be a part of the project, and that attitude led me to trust they would do a great job. And finally, 
for the role of the police officer, I approached the Chief of Police in McCrory, Paul Hatch.  He 
was elated to be involved in the project. 
I also planned to cast another Arkansas resident to be in the bathroom scene with Hayden as 
Sarah’s Friend, but a week before shooting that extra committed to a prior booking and could not 
make it.  So, once again I turned to crew members. I asked my sound mixer, Emily Poulliard, to 
fill in. 
For the remaining extras in the school location, I relied heavily on my Arkansas connections. 
I contacted students from the University of Central Arkansas film program and others who had 
responded to my casting calls.  My only regret is that I wanted more students to fill the school. 
The town we were shooting in has no filmmaking connections or background. Therefore, it was 
difficult to get extras to commit to an entire day of shooting and the minors had to be released 
after eight hours of shooting. However, I felt that I did the best I could with what was given to 
me. Overall, my casting experience during pre-production ran very smoothly. 
After shooting wrapped, I still had the task of casting a voice actor for the part of Hyde.  
Unlike my main character, I did not hold auditions for Hyde. Instead, I relied on past experiences 
and relationships. I chose John Neisler as the voice of Hyde after hearing his voiceovers in a 
version of Alaina Boyett’s thesis film. Also, because I already knew John from the UNO Theater 
Program, I felt comfortable working with him and giving him feedback about the character. My 
first session with him was in late January.  I had written a new set of voiceovers and John added 
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his own take on them during recording. After receiving feedback from my Major Professor, Erik 
Hansen, I scheduled another session and used those recordings as the final voiceovers. 
  
C. Location Scouting  
 
From the early stages of my script, I knew that I wanted to shoot at McCrory High School 
in Arkansas.  It is a small school district an hour away from my hometown and where my father 
serves as Superintendent.   If I shot here I would have full access to the school, classrooms, the 
surrounding community, and could provide room and board for the crew.  To benefit from those 
luxuries was worth traveling to Arkansas. Many schools in Louisiana begin classes the week that 
I was planning to shoot and I knew securing a school set locally would be difficult. Arkansas 
schools did not begin the semester until the week after my shoot would be wrapped. More 
importantly, I visited McCrory High School two or three times over the summer in preparation 
for the scout. 
The actual location scout took place July 19th- 21st. My Cinematographer, Trenton 
Mynatt, and I were the only two crew members who attended the scout and we were able to keep 
travel expenses to a minimum. Beforehand, we compiled a list of questions to answer from my 
1st AD, Sound Mixer, and Production Designer.  
On July 19th, we traveled to Guion, AR to scout the White River.  The part of the river we 
scouted was located 20 minutes outside of Trenton’s hometown.  He had been there multiple 
times and had already secured the resources we would need to shoot there, including a boat and 
driver. That day we went out on the river and planned out the shots I had described in my script.   
A few days later, on July 21st, we traveled to McCrory High School and scouted all the 
locations we were already considering.  We secured the locations of Eleanor’s Office, Hyde’s 
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Classroom, The Girl’s Bathroom, The Utility Closet, the Water Fountain, the Hallways, and the 
Glass Doors.  We planned out various shots at each of these locations and took into account 
practical questions provided by my 1st AD, the Sound Mixer, and Production Designer. Then, 
upon our return to New Orleans on July 24th, we held a department head meeting and briefed 
everyone on the locations.  
 
D. Producing 
 
For my second year film, A Swarm Come April, I had two producers -- Rashada Fortier and 
Daniel Kleinpeter. Rashada handled all my paperwork and producer-related tasks in pre-
production. Daniel handled my locations and all producer tasks during production. It was a 
successful system, especially considering that my main location was an hour away and we 
needed to be in constant communication with the location manager during production. For my 
thesis film, the situation was much different. Since the location manager was my Dad, I didn’t 
need a producer to handle any location tasks or issues. Also, since my parents prepped 
everything in the locations beforehand -- crafty (food for crew members on set), catering, 
lodging, etc. -- there was no need for a producer at the locations for pre-production.  So I asked 
Rashada to be my main producer and perform the same tasks as on my second film year and I 
asked my DP, Trenton Mynatt, to serve as my associate producer.  He contributed a camera prize 
package valued at $5000 and offered his parents’ house and boat to be used for our first location.  
Throughout my filmmaking experience thus far I have discovered that when writing and 
directing your own short films you become a producer of your own film. Having a team of 
producers at your side can always help, but you should be able to delegate to them producer 
related tasks, specifically tasks during pre-production. The best way to go about this is by 
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knowing how to be a producer yourself. I learned the most about the producing process from my 
5500 Film Development and Planning course, taught by Assistant Professor Laura Medina. As a 
writer and director of a short film, you should always be aware of the challenges your script 
poses in terms of shooting abilities and budget items. More specifically, it is your job to find the 
best way to shoot your movie within the means of the production.  Throughout the course, I 
learned how to prepare a script for shooting, organize a shooting schedule, create a budget, and 
prioritize what was most important to the film.   
With these tools I was able to make the script, pre-production, and production more 
economical in ways that best served the film. For example, I chose to have one main location. 
From the very early stages of the script I had already locked down my location of the school. 
Having full access to this location meant having one less schedule item to plan around. However, 
choosing to shoot at this location would be costly.  In the the early stages of pre-production I met 
with my Producer/1st AD and Associate Producer/Cinematographer frequently and we agreed 
that the travel expenses were worth it because the location would serve the film greatly. 
 
E. Directing 
 
The job of a director is to be the guiding voice of the production.  When I directed my second 
year film, I directed four different actors and the extras.  Overall, it was a challenging but 
rewarding experience. For Into the Green, having one principal actor was a more simplified and 
enriching experience.  Rehearsals, in the traditional sense, were not needed.  Instead, I met with 
Wendy and we discussed Eleanor’s character thoroughly. I gave her a copy of Gene E. 
Megiveron’s The Effective High School Principal, published in 1992, to look over and digest.  I 
had marked various pages that helped me to create the character of Eleanor. Afterwards, Wendy 
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and I discussed the book and the daily tasks that Eleanor would complete. Then we moved on to 
Eleanor’s personal life and how Hyde fit into her world. We met around three or four times.  
During one of our meetings I rehearsed both Hayden and Wendy.  All other rehearsals were 
planned to take place on set with the rest of the cast and background.   
 
F. Production Design 
 
I began working with my Production Designer, Alaina Boyett, on July 7th.  We discussed 
baseline items such as the budget, props, costumes, locations and overall look of the film.  
Together we decided the film would be set in the 1980s, but would not be overtly so. Most 
importantly, I wanted a timeless look for the film that did not appear modern   
Once the overall appearance of the film was agreed upon, we moved on to the specifics: 
Eleanor’s office and Hyde’s classroom. For Eleanor’s office I wanted a minimalist decor and 
used references from the work of Production Designer, Jack Fisk. I was most inspired by his 
work in Terrence Malick’s The Tree of Life. His words of advice are: 
“...keep it simple because if people aren’t confused by the background, they pay attention to 
the what’s happening with the characters, I think. I try to create backgrounds that are easy to 
understand so they tell you in shorthand what you need to know about the place or the character 
and don’t distract you by giving you too much to look at.”2 
 
This was the main influence behind designing Eleanor’s office and her school. It was 
important to me to only have accents of green in Eleanor’s office and nowhere else in her school, 
except Hyde’s classroom.  Alaina and I decided on a ‘cool-neutral’ color palette for Eleanor’s 
office. The only items that would be green were her desk lamp and the plants in her windowsill.   
                                                 
2
 ROSE LAGACE, “PRODUCTION DESIGN PORN: Terrence Malick, Jack Fisk and the Art of Minimalism,” Art 
DepartMENTAL, September 2, 2011, accessed July 7, 2016, 
https://artdepartmental.com/2011/09/02/production-design-porn-terrence-malick-jack-fisk-and-the-art-of-
minimalism/. 
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For Hyde’s classroom we decided on a ‘warm-neutral’ color palette.  His classroom could 
have green items, but we limited the green accents on his desk so that the marbles would stand 
out. The marbles became a character unto themselves. Alaina researched various sizes and 
shades of green for the marbles.  In the end, we decided on two different shades and sizes to be 
included in the jar, so that it would look more like a collection of Hyde’s than a staged prop.  
The remaining production design involved working with my costume designer, Hayden 
Guthrie, and planning Eleanor’s two looks: her outfit in the school and her dress in the river. For 
her outfit in the school we stuck to the ‘cool-neutral’ palette of her office. I referenced the 
wardrobe of Elizabeth Jennings in the television show The Americans.   
The story takes place in the 1980s, but the wardrobe of the character, Elizabeth, is 
minimalist and rarely veers from neutral tones. She also wears slacks in order to perform her job 
more efficiently, and heels to make herself appear taller and more intimidating.  This was a 
character trait I wanted to incorporate into Eleanor’s wardrobe; something that was form fitting 
and structured but didn’t take away from her femininity.  Hayden and I chose a dark blue blouse, 
grey slacks, and tan heels for Eleanor’s outfit at school. 
For her look on the river, Eleanor’s wardrobe needed to be vastly different. Eleanor’s look on 
the river needed to represent a different part of her character, one that also represented a piece of 
Hyde and a piece of the river: flowing and full of life. Again, I pulled influences from The Tree 
of Life; this time from the wardrobe of Jessica Chastain’s character, Mrs. O’Brien.   Hayden went 
to local thrift stores to find a period-appropriate dress. She ended up finding a white dress with 
green embroidery that was flowing and ethereal. It was a dress that would have been at the back 
of Eleanor’s closet for years.  
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G. Cinematography 
 
Similar to the production design of the film, I wanted the cinematography of Eleanor’s world 
to be minimalist. Everything about Eleanor’s character, from her personal style to her 
surroundings, was designed to be minimalist because it represented an environment she would 
thrive in.  A world with less in it is the type of world Eleanor would have more control over, 
where she would be able to establish an order for her school.  But it would also be a place where 
Eleanor would be free from distractions and anything that would make her feel vulnerable.  
 My first initial meeting with my cinematographer took place in the beginning of June 
because he was also my Associate Producer. Due to minimal dialogue and multiple visual motifs, 
the visual planning influenced various revisions of the script. During our meetings we frequently 
discussed the character of Eleanor and how to portray her character visually.  In particular, we 
focused on how the river was more than just a body of water where Hyde would perish. It is a 
representation of a place where Eleanor was free from her vulnerability. A place that looks 
familiar, by its natural settings, but has a mystical far-away atmosphere.  I wanted the river to 
represent the same feeling that the voiceovers would imply, a memory that was much sweeter 
once returned to.  
While location scouting, Trenton and I decided on various shots of the river that were 
necessary, and then I wrote them into the script. However, we also planned to shoot more than 
necessary. This is because, just like the voiceovers, I wanted the ethereal imagery to have a 
flexibility.  In post-production having more imagery to work with would allow me to re-create 
the story in more ways than one.   
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For the shots of the river I pulled references from Malick’s The Tree of Life.  The 
cinematographer, Emmanuel Lubezki, kept an ethereal but realist quality to his images through 
the film as we follow the character of Jack throughout multiple stages of his life. This was the 
mindset I wanted to bring to the cinematography of Into the Green. 
For Eleanor’s school, we kept a confined and simple frame, similar to the compositions in 
High School.  When Eleanor was in her hallways and stairwells, we created deep space, to imply 
the ongoing repetitiveness of her daily life. For other spaces, like her office during her phone 
conversations, we created flat space to imply how confined she felt in her office when separated 
from Hyde. For all of the shots in the school we remained no closer than a Medium Close Up and 
stayed on the tripod. Then, once she arrives in Hyde’s classroom and has her breakdown, we 
switched to handheld and frequently moved in for close ups.  
Many of these decisions were influenced by Bruce Block’s The Visual Story and material 
covered in my 5550 Cinematography course, taught by Associate Professor Hamp Overton.   The 
seven components of the The Visual Story include the discussion of deep and flat space. It was 
very important to me that deep space be utilized at the school.  This is because I knew the school 
would feel confined compared to the river, but I still wanted it to have an inviting quality. I 
wanted the audience to be able to see the shiny floors that Eleanor inspects each morning.  It was 
necessary for the school to feel more like a fortress and less like a prison, for example. I felt the 
best way to go about this was the frequent use of deep space. 
While on the river and other natural locations we wanted to exhibit an open and lush 
environment; one that referenced the natural landscapes of both The Tree of Life and Jeff 
Nichols’ Mud. By creating these two different styles we represented the two conflicting parts of 
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Eleanor’s character.  
 
H. Budget 
 
My budget for this film began with the rough estimate of $7200.  This was before lodging for 
the crew was included, which brought the estimate to $8500. $1050 was allocated for cast 
expenses, rehearsal expenses, hotel room, and SAG payment. Roughly $1000 was set aside for 
production design and costumes. Due to Alaina’s established relationships with prop houses and 
other connections around New Orleans, she was able to get deals on various items for Hyde’s 
classroom and Eleanor’s office. Around $200 was projected for camera rentals and 
miscellaneous equipment items. Because of past festival prizes that Trenton had won, he was 
able to get equipment rentals from Available Lighting and 444 Camera for free. I predicted that 
$500 should be set aside for grip truck gas and gas reimbursement. Another $200 was estimated 
for sound equipment rentals.  $2000 was set aside for catering, crafty, and food for the crew 
while off-set. And post production expenses were estimated to be around $1700.  
 
I. Location Prep 
 
When I traveled to Arkansas for the main location scout, I began prepping the locations.  I 
went through the school and collected items that I thought would work well in Hyde’s and 
Eleanor’s spaces.  I took pictures of them and created a ‘prop and set dressing bank’ for Alaina 
to review. I also collected personal items from my parents’ home and shopped at local thrift 
stores to add my own personal touches to the spaces. Because of this we were able to travel as 
light as possible to Arkansas for the shoot.  
Also, during the initial location scout, I secured rooms for the crew to stay in. Since McCrory 
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is located in the delta of Arkansas it is a hotspot for duck hunters every fall, and many lodges in 
the area are able to accommodate 15-30 people at once. I visited two different lodges within a 
20-minute drive of the location for the crew to stay at, both priced at a lump sum of $1000.  The 
lodge we decided on accommodated up to 25 people, provided 5 bathrooms, and contained two 
large kitchens to stock breakfast and dinner supplies. 
Other location prep involved assigning carpools, checking out and loading up gear, and 
working with my 1st AD to create travel itineraries.  The day we arrived we unloaded all the 
equipment in the school.  The next day, while the skeleton crew was shooting on the river, the 
rest of the crew, led by Alaina, prepped the school locations with art.  
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III. PRODUCTION 
 
A. Traveling to Arkansas 
 
The morning before departure the grip truck and camera team picked up equipment at 444 
Camera, Available Lighting, and Chapman Leonard.  We also checked out all the equipment 
from UNO.  
On August 9th we traveled to Arkansas. That morning, the camera team and grip truck left 
two hours ahead of the caravan at 8 AM.  Myself and two other cars of crew members left at 10 
AM.   We all arrived in McCrory around 4 PM and unloaded at the school.   
Throughout the shoot we parked the grip truck in the school’s bus shop and locked it up each 
night, one of the many advantages of having total access to a location. Also, before we traveled, I 
wrote a letter to the faculty and staff of the school explaining details of the shoot.  I had already 
talked to some of the faculty about the shoot during our location scout.  They were all very 
accommodating and welcoming, especially the school counselor, who let use her office as 
Eleanor’s office.   
That first day, before we left the school, I met with Alaina and took her to all the locations 
around the school so that she could begin dressing them the next day.  I showed her where all the 
props and set dressing were that we could use from the school which included the green desk 
chairs for Hyde’s classroom and other large items. I also met with Rashada and showed her all 
the staging areas and holding areas I had picked out during the location scout.  All camera 
equipment and art was staged in two classrooms next to Hyde’s classroom.  Extras holding and 
crafty were staged in the band room and lunch was held every day in the cafeteria.  Since both us 
were going to be shooting the next day while the rest of the crew prepped we uploaded a map of 
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the school to the Google Drive; that was also the fire escape plan, so that everyone knew exactly 
where we were shooting on the 1st and 2nd floors.  
I felt it was necessary to iron out all these details before shooting. Problems can always arise 
on set and even though we had complete control over the location it was important to walk 
through everything that had been established during location scouting.  
Once everything was settled at the school, Alaina, Rashada, Trenton, and myself had one 
more meeting to tie up loose ends. At 6 PM the skeleton crew and I headed to the river location.  
We stayed at Trenton’s parents’ home for the night while the rest of the crew stayed in the lodge 
back in McCrory.  
 
B. Shooting Day 1 
 
The first day of shooting, August 10th, was in fact our easiest day. On this day we only shot 
scenes located on the river. Breakfast was provided for the cast and crew beforehand at 4 AM. 
The weather was clear and our only time sensitive item was the early morning fog on the river.  
We predicted that we were only going to have a few hours to shoot with natural fog on the river, 
but in reality it was just the opposite. When we arrived at 4:30 AM it was so foggy we could not 
get onto the river.  So we adjusted our shot list and got the majority of Wendy’s close ups first 
and the wide shots of the river after the fog had cleared some. We wrapped around 10:30 AM 
and I bought lunch for the cast and crew once we got back to town.  
While we were shooting that day, Alaina and the rest of the crew dressed the school for 
shooting on Day 2. Their day began at 9 AM and they were served lunch around 1 PM. Upon our 
return, myself and the skeleton crew stopped by the school to check on the preparations and then 
returned to the lodge by 6 PM. 
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When we returned to the school, I was surprised at how little the locations had been dressed. 
Rashada and I instructed Alaina that Eleanor’s office was the first priority, then Hyde’s 
classroom. Eleanor’s office had not been cleaned out or dressed; instead, she was mostly 
dressing Hyde’s classroom. Once more, I went through the locations with Alaina and she assured 
me that everything would be prepped and ready to shoot by the time we got to Eleanor’s office 
the next day.  She and Fabiola stayed another hour to finish prepping and then returned to the 
lodge.  
That night at the lodge I met with Rashada and we reviewed the shooting logistics for day 
two. I also met with Hayden and Lorien to discuss extras and wardrobe.  After Lauren and I had 
cast the extras at the end of July, I maintained contact with them and then handed 
communications over to Lorien on Wednesday night.  In terms of their wardrobe, I had sent out 
examples of period-appropriate wardrobe and asked them to submit what they would be wearing 
the day of. Alaina, Hayden, and myself all reviewed the pictures submitted and brought 1980s 
wardrobe pieces purchased from Goodwill for those who did not have period-appropriate outfits. 
That night, Hayden and I began sorting the wardrobe into sizes and roles.  
Overall, the most important item on the agenda for the first day of shooting was to get 
enough shots of the river and Wendy. Since this was the main priority, it was decided that other 
natural setting shots -- the crop fields and surrounding town -- would be pushed to another day. 
Shooting more than necessary was the goal and this was accomplished for the river location.  
 
C. Shooting Day 2 
 
For our second day of shooting I thought it would be best to ease Wendy into the daily 
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routines of her character. So we began the day with Eleanor’s opening scene in the film and from 
there we worked through her scenes with Sarah and the Secretary. The day began at 7AM and 
lunch was at 1 PM. We shot in the hallways, stairwells, girl’s bathroom, and Eleanor’s office. 
For the majority of the day we remained on schedule, until we arrived to Eleanor’s office.  I had 
planned to let Wendy go into Eleanor’s office and get used to the space before shooting began. 
However, the room was still not dressed completely, so, while Wendy and I discussed the scene, 
Alaina continued to set dress.  
In pre-production I had asked Alaina how big she wanted her art team to be and she told me 
she only needed a prop master, since Hayden would be handling costumes. We approached 
Kyndra Periban, whom we had both worked with previously, to fill the position. Unfortunately, a 
week before shooting Kyndra had a family emergency, so we asked Fabiola Andrade to take 
over. I realize now that this was a mistake.  Fabiola was very enthusiastic to be a part of the 
team, but her work ethic was not what I expected. During shooting on the second day she was 
hardly present to assist Alaina or the production. One of the major prop items of the day was a 
clipboard that Wendy carries around, but Fabiola was never around to handle it between scenes 
and takes. Also, on this day I realized that communication issues with Alaina were getting worse. 
Previously, in pre-production, she had told me that she was working on another job but was still 
fully committed to Into the Green.  Since Alaina is a close friend of mine I trusted her, but I now 
realize that she did not have enough time to fully commit to my project.  However, this did not 
set us back too much on Day 2 and we still wrapped at 6pm with enough time to pack up and 
drive back to the lodge. 
Shooting Days 2-4 were the most challenging for me as a director.  Directing Wendy was a 
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wonderful experience and I had no doubts about her talent. I only had doubts about my directing 
skills. By choosing to rewrite the voiceovers in post, I gave both my writing and directing 
flexibility. However, I had doubts about Eleanor’s character not coming across clearly in the 
script.  Rehearsals on set were completely necessary because it helped Wendy get into character, 
but also because I had a chance to see how Eleanor fit into world and could decide on any last-
minute adjustments. For example, on Shooting Day 2, I made the decision to have Eleanor 
always walking towards the camera, except for the ending shot.  This is because I wanted to 
exaggerate the act of moving on from Hyde as much as possible. Thus, even small sequences, 
such as Eleanor making her daily rounds, carried weight with her character.   
 
D. Shooting Day 3 
 
Day three was chosen to be the most emotional for Wendy. We also began at 7 AM on this 
day. The first half of the day we shot Eleanor’s 1st and 2nd phone call to Hyde and then Sarah and 
Michael out on the lawn. We broke for lunch at 1 PM and then the rest of the day was reserved 
for Eleanor’s breakdown in Hyde’s classroom.   
After lunch the first rehearsal I held with Wendy was private. We both went into Hyde’s 
classroom and she walked around to get a feel for the room. This was also done the day before 
when she first ‘used’ her office, but we were less pressed for time on this day. Then Trenton and 
I walked through the classroom with Wendy.  Once this initial walk-through was completed, we 
continued camera rehearsals with a stand-in. After rehearsals and lighting were complete, I 
prepped Wendy for the scene.  We planned to shoot three takes.  This is because it would be 
difficult for Wendy to have the same emotional buildup if we had to complete more than three 
takes. Also, in terms of practicality, we only had three break-away glass jars. Two would be used 
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for Wendy’s shots when she has her emotional breakdown and the other for the insert of the 
glass breaking.  Wendy was able to work through three takes very smoothly with varying 
performances for me to work with. For her first take we did not break the jar, and for the other 
two takes she broke the jars. After three takes we moved onto inserts and then the remaining 
scenes of the day. It was a successful day. 
This was the Shooting Day that I was the most nervous. I wanted to be completely available 
to Wendy since I knew it was going to be her toughest day. I believe I made a good decision by 
having her big scene fall on Shooting Day 3. Wendy’s breakdown scene was the biggest item on 
the agenda and I was able to devote all my spare energy to directing the scene on this day. More 
importantly, I had worked with Wendy for a consistent amount of time by this point and knew 
how she liked to prepare for a scene. I talked to her for a long while before rehearsal about the 
scene, but for the most part we had already discussed this scene thoroughly during our meetings 
in pre-production.  After each take she was immediately ready to go again, and I made sure to 
pass this on to the rest of the crew.  I had nothing to be nervous about because I had worked with 
Wendy enough already to be there for her during her big scene. 
 
E. Shooting Day 4 
 
On the final shooting day we began at 7 AM, and immediately began preparing for the extras 
arrival. Extras holding and wardrobe were held in the band room of the school. At 7:45, Alaina, 
Hayden, Fabiola, and P.A.’s began dressing extras and sending them to set. I briefed the extras of 
scenes we would be shooting, and spoke to the Coach and Substitute Teacher about their roles. 
Next we moved on to rehearsals with the extras. I mostly stood by the monitor while Rashada, 
and my 2nd AD, Lorien Molinario, adjusted and directed the extras. Once the extras were set, we 
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held a rehearsal with Wendy and then began shooting. The rest of the day ran smoothly as we 
interchanged groups of extras to use throughout the day. We broke for lunch early, releasing 
crew first, then extras.  
After lunch, we only had a few hours to shoot the remaining scenes with the minor extras 
arriving and leaving the school.  First we held a rehearsal with crew members, then placed the 
extras in the scene. During this time, I also spoke with the Police Chief about his role. I told him 
to deliver the news to Eleanor of the death of one of her own. From the beginning, I knew I did 
not want to hear the dialogue between Eleanor and the Police Chief beyond the doors of the 
school; therefore, the Police Chief was free to say as much or little as he felt necessary. He did 
an excellent job and worked well with Wendy. After this scene, we wrapped the minors on set 
and continued shooting the rest of the scenes with Eleanor and a small number of extras. We 
wrapped on time around 6:30 PM and began packing up to return home to New Orleans the next 
day.  
 
F. Traveling Back to New Orleans 
 
On August 14th, we made the trip back to New Orleans. That morning we cleaned up the 
lodge and left around 9 AM.  The other caravan of cars returned to New Orleans around 4 PM. 
On the return trip we experienced a major setback after the grip truck broke down twice on the 
road. The first time was outside of Jackson, MS, when we stopped for gas and the truck would 
not start back up. After receiving assistance, the truck broke down once more outside of Jackson, 
MS before we reached the Louisiana state line. We had to tow the truck the rest of the way home 
because the alternators were failing. At 5 AM the next day we arrived back in New Orleans.  
This was our only major problem for the entire shoot, and I was very thankful it occurred on the 
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return trip after principal photography had wrapped.  
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IV. Post-Production 
 
A. Workflow and Editing 
 
The workflow process for Into the Green became a prolonged learning experience.  
Initially, the process began in August when I returned from shooting. I met with Assistant 
Professor James Roe to discuss the new workflow he was putting together that involved the 
DaVinci Resolve system instead of Scratch Assimilate, a program used for workflow with past 
UNO Thesis Films.  DaVinci was to serve the same purpose as Scratch, and be used to handle 
high-quality camera files at the beginning of post-production and color correction after picture 
lock. In the past, Scratch had been used because it worked to process 4K RED Footage shot on 
the RED Dragon camera.  Due to changes in faculty and absence of a workflow supervisor, 
Scratch became a program that was not user friendly.  DaVinci is a program used by many 
professionals that is compatible with multiple editing softwares and types of camera files.  Also, 
after my own experiences with the Scratch interface, I felt the DaVinci interface was more 
simplified and user-friendly.  
From August to November, I worked with Professor Roe off and on to create a successful 
workflow for my film. We ran multiple tests through DaVinci and Avid to make sure the 
timelines we originally created in DaVinci would transfer to Avid and back to DaVinci.  Once 
we ran through three different tests I could begin syncing my footage. By November 18th, I had 
created a rough assembly cut of the film. I then passed the cut onto my Assistant 
Editor/Associate Producer, Trenton Mynatt.  We worked back and forth until I was satisfied with 
a complete first cut. The first cut was as close to the script as possible.  I recorded temp 
voiceovers and added in temp music. Once this was complete I reviewed the cut with my 
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Professor Hansen. 
Over Christmas Break I took the feedback from my Professor Hansen and worked to 
perfect the cut.  I shot pickup shots with my DP on the river and rewrote my voiceovers. My 
pickup shots included inserts of Hyde’s coat and hat floating down the river, to further 
emphasize his death.  
When I returned from break I took my pickup shots through DaVinci. I then recorded 
voiceovers with my voice artist, had a final meeting with my music composer, and inserted the 
music and voiceovers into the cut.  After completing my second cut, I received feedback from 
my Professor Hansen and compiled a third cut.  I received feedback for my third cut from my 
remaining Committee Members, Professor Overton and Professor Medina, and two classes of 
screenwriting students.  
After my third cut, I worked with my Professor Hansen to perfect my voiceovers further. 
Even in the final stages of post-production I sought to recreate my story, and the feedback I 
received from my professors and peers greatly contributed to the process.  For my final cut, I put 
my film into picture lock and then passed on the cut to my colorist and sound designer.  
 
B. Music  
My first initial meeting with my music composer, Erin Davis, took place on December 
15th.   A week prior I sent her the script to read, and she composed two short songs. When we 
met I listened to her songs, gave her feedback, and we discussed influences for the score.  
Afterwards, I sent her two cuts of the film; one with the score from The Assassination of Jesse 
James by Nick Cave and the other with the score from American Beauty by Thomas Newman.  
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Both of these scores inspired similar feelings that I wanted to be associated with Into the Green.  
The main emotion I wanted the score to create was a feeling of submergence.  This came to be 
represented by the use of synthesizers, which contrasted to the use of a piano that represented 
Hyde and Eleanor’s relationship.  
Working with Erin was my first time working with a composer. Overall I believe our 
timeline and meetings were successful.  My only regret is that I did not have enough funds to 
record the score live.  However, for the purpose of the film, and considering the simplicity of the 
score, it was not my highest priority to record the score in a studio. I was pleased with how the 
score was completed and how it complemented the film. In fact, I was most pleased with Erin’s 
belief that the goal of a score is not to carry the film, but to complement the emotions and 
feelings that already exist on screen.  However, it was not until the fourth cut of the film and the 
second round of voiceovers that I realized just how much of the tone was dependent on the score. 
The new voiceovers that I had recorded no longer complemented the score, and vice versa.   
 
C. Voiceovers 
 
The voiceovers written with the script drastically changed once I got into the editing 
room.  After reviewing my first cut and listening to my temp voiceovers, I realized that many of 
my voiceovers were too on the nose (OTN). For the version of the voiceovers present in my 
shooting script I was influenced by the narration used in The Assassination of Jesse James and 
the work of Terrence Malick. 
The opening narration of The Assassination of Jesse James describes the outlaw Jesse 
James from contrasting perspectives.  He is described on one level as a grand mysterious outlaw, 
and on another level as a man whose greatest weakness is his fear of death.   
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“He was growing into middle age...  
And was living then in a bungalow on Woodland Avenue.” 
 
“He was missing the nub of his left middle finger...  
And was cautious, lest that mutilation be seen.” 
 
The narration is distant but also deeply personal at times.  
 
“His children knew his legs...  
The sting of his mustache against their cheeks.” 
 
 This was the perspective I wanted Hyde to have in his narration describing Eleanor.  I 
also wanted the voiceovers to appear intimate, unrehearsed, as if we were examining Hyde’s 
inner thoughts.  The purpose of his narration was to enhance the tone of the film, not necessarily 
to provide exposition. Terrence Malick takes this approach in many of the films he writes and 
directs: Badlands, Days of Heaven, Thin Red Line, The New World, and The Tree of Life.   The 
voiceovers become their own characters, and since Hyde would never be completely seen, his 
voiceovers represented the very essence of his character.  
 In order to make Hyde’s voiceovers unique to the tone of the film, I chose to have him 
tell a story about Eleanor that he had already written.  Hyde was a literature teacher, so the style 
of the voiceovers was fitting to his character.  More importantly, I used his story as prop for 
Eleanor to discover after she hears of Hyde’s death.  
Since my first take on the voiceovers was OTN, I began looking at other references 
during my rewrites. Specifically, I looked at the work of Edgar Allen Poe and British Romantic 
Poets of the 20th Century.  I referenced Poe’s last poem that he wrote before his death, “Annabel 
Lee.” This love ballad uses rhyme and repeated words to create a haunting and mournful tone. 
“It was many and many a year ago, 
In a kingdom by the sea, 
That a maiden there lived whom you may know 
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By the name of Annabel Lee; 
And this maiden she lived with no other thought 
Than to love and be loved by me.” 
 
I wanted this tone to be present in the darkest parts of Hyde’s voiceovers. Particularly 
when he described Eleanor’s feelings of loss and love.  I combined this mournful nature with the 
work of Romantic poet John Keats, specifically: “When I have Fears that I May Cease to Be” 
and “Bright Star, Would I Were Stedfast as Thou Art.” 
 For the first voiceover recording I used two different structures of narration, one similar 
to Poe’s ballad and the other to voiceovers present in The Assassination of Jesse James.  After 
receiving feedback from Professor Hansen, I revised the voiceovers once more to fully reflect 
Poe’s style of ballad and unite the tone of narration.  
 The second voiceover recording was an attempt to make the narration feel warmer.  I 
received feedback that the audience needed to be drawn into the story more and I agreed. So I 
compiled a shorter version of the voiceovers with Professor Hansen. However, once I recorded 
the new voiceovers and added them into the cut I realized just how much I loved the previous 
version. My attempt to make the narration feel warmer and more inclusive with the audience had 
completely disrupted the tone.  John’s somber tone completely served the story. However, when 
I had the third and final voiceover recording with John I could not return his voice to this original 
tone.  This was a very big learning experience for me in terms of directing.  I couldn’t get exactly 
what I wanted from John’s performance, but this was not necessarily a negative aspect to the 
process.  I felt it showed how John had grown with the character and I decided to reflect this 
growth in the final cut. I ended up using a mixture of voiceovers from our sessions. For the first 
half of the film I used voiceovers from the first session, then after Eleanor’s 2nd phone 
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conversation I began using voiceovers from the third session.  By the time we hear the last line 
of voiceovers John’s voice has evolved from a somber tone to an intimate more heartbreaking 
one. By creating this evolution throughout I hope my audience becomes more attached to both 
Hyde and Eleanor. 
 
D. Screening Feedback 
 
The week of March 6th-10th, I screened the third cut of Into the Green and received 
feedback from my peers and professors. I screened the film to two different groups of 
screenwriting students -- undergraduate and graduate. The undergraduate class responded very 
well to the film. I received positive feedback from everyone. In summary, they responded best to 
the imagery of the film, the voiceovers, and Eleanor’s character.  The graduate screenwriting 
class also reviewed the film positively, but offered more constructive criticism.  In particular, 
they voiced concerns with the voiceovers, claiming them to be too on the nose (OTN).  
 All the feedback I received from the screenings and from my professors led me to reorder 
and replace shots in the beginning and end. In the beginning, I included a shot of Hyde and in the 
ending sequence I attempted to make his shots less repetitive.  I also took into account the 
placement of the voiceovers because some of the feedback stated that the positioning of 
voiceovers at times disrupted the flow.  
 I appreciated all the feedback I received throughout the screening process. Overall, it told 
me what really worked for my film.  However, I did realize how important it was to filter out 
feedback and stay true to my vision. Some of the feedback I received from students and peers 
involved drastic changes. For example, completely removing the voiceovers from the film or 
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rearranging certain scenes. Receiving so much feedback all at once can be a beneficial but 
daunting experience. If I were to take into account all the feedback and suggestions I received for 
the film it would no longer be my film and I would lose confidence as an editor and director. I 
chose to consider the feedback that involved changes I could still make to the film, and changes 
that overlapped with the feedback I received from Professor Overton and Professor Medina -- 
revisions of voiceovers and reordering of imagery. I reminded myself that taking in too much 
feedback can hinder the creative process, and the meaning I wanted to evoke with the film.  
 
E. Festival Preparations 
 
After I had finished post-production for my second year film, A Swarm Come April, I began 
submitting to festivals. The festival packet that we were required to make in Professor Medina’s 
production class was very helpful. Before I had finished my film I had already compiled a list of 
festivals to submit to and prepared certain materials. I also created a profile on the website 
FilmFreeway, a great online resource where filmmakers can submit to all kinds of festivals 
digitally. I submitted to 9 festivals and was accepted into 4.  
For Into the Green I plan to follow along the same vein.  I will mostly be submitting to 
festivals in the Southern United States. Thus far I plan to upload my film to Film Freeway and 
submit to the University of New Orleans Film Festival, the New Orleans Film Festival, the 
Fayetteville Film Festival, the El Dorado Film Festival, the Indie Memphis Film Festival, the 
Atlanta Film Festival, and many others. My hope is that I am accepted into the festivals and will 
be able to network with other filmmakers.   
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V. Analysis and Conclusion 
 
As I take Into the Green through the final stages of post-production, I believe I can 
adequately analyze myself and the film. My goal was to tell a story rooted in my small-town 
Southern influences, through a slice-of-life style narrative, about a woman who is torn between 
two parts of herself.  Through a process of my own self-doubts as a screenwriter and my stylistic 
influences, I felt it was best to tell Eleanor’s story through poetic verse and ethereal imagery.  By 
choosing to use these elements as support beams to the script, I gave a flexibility to my film that 
carried on through pre-production, production and post-production.  
During pre-production, I believe my greatest strength was choosing a location that was 
completely accessible and offered many resources for the production. Though travel expenses 
added up, it was worth it to travel.  My crew members were never overworked, hungry, or tired, 
and had every resource available to them to perform their jobs.  I also believe that working with 
crew members I had already established relationships with benefitted the production.  
On set, making changes and adapting is something I have grown accustomed to from my 
working experiences on other sets. Into the Green did not have any major issues on set and my 
crew and I only had to adapt to small problems.  My biggest issues were with the art team. I wish 
that I had managed the art team more closely during pre-production to avoid some of the 
setbacks we experienced during production.  
I am still very pleased with the overall look of the film in terms of both Production Design 
and Cinematography. Working with Trenton has always been a successful collaborative effort.  
After our multiple meetings and discussions, I fully trusted him with my vision throughout the 
production.  My vision was to have the audience be taken in by the natural ethereal settings of 
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the river, contrasted to the minimalist and ordinary world that Eleanor thrives in. After receiving 
feedback from various cuts of my film I felt that my vision was carried out successfully. Even 
though I was disappointed with the attention paid to Production Design by Alaina, I am still 
pleased with the outcome. My vision to have the school appear timeless was as successful as it 
could have been within the means of the production. 
I am still happy with my choice of Wendy Neisler in the role of Eleanor, along with my other 
casting decisions. I still regret not having more extras to fill the school in some of the scenes, and 
when I got to the editing room I noticed just how often the appearance of certain extras was too 
repetitive. However, I still felt the overall setting of the school was believable.  
Throughout post-production I felt it was certainly a benefit to work with an assistant editor to 
perfect the cut. It was good for me to get away from the cut for a while and let someone else’s 
perspective influence the script. More importantly, it gave my film more opportunity to grow and 
change. 
In conclusion, what I have learned most from making this film are two pieces of information. 
First, no one will care about your film more than you do yourself. When responsibilities begin to 
fail it is up to the director to make up for them. Second, making a film is a collaborative effort. 
Therefore, it’s important to always keep tabs on your team and keep up communication. The 
careful balance between delegating and assuming responsibility is one of the many parts of 
directing that I still need to master.  Overall, making Into the Green has been an enriching 
experience that allowed me to grow as a person and a filmmaker.  It fully represents everything I 
have learned from my time here at University of New Orleans and what I hope to accomplish in 
the future. 
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Appendix B: Cast and Crew List 
 
Writer/Director: Mary McDade Casteel 
Producer: Rashada Fortier 
Associate Producer: Trenton Mynatt 
 
1st AD: Rashada Fortier 
2nd AD: Lorien Molinario 
PA: Javan Massey 
PA: Sam Chase 
PA: Hayden Turskey 
 
Cinematographer: Trenton Mynatt 
1st AC/Grip Truck Driver: Lauren Erwin 
2nd AC: Patrick Sanderson 
Camera Utility: Kevon Fields 
 
Gaffer: Nick Manning 
Key Grip: Justin Faxon 
Dolly Grip: David Turner 
 
Sound Mixer: Emily Poulliard 
Boom Operator: Daniel Kleinpeter 
 
Production Designer: Alaina Boyett 
Props: Fabiola Andrade 
Art PA: Waid Rainey 
 
Costume, Hair & Makeup: Hayden Guthrie 
 
Editor: Mary McDade Casteel 
Assistant Editor: Trenton Mynatt 
 
Composer: Erin Davis 
Sound Design: Erin Davis 
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Appendix E: Shooting Stripboard 
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Appendix F: Production Design References 
 
Eleanor’s Look 
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Hyde and Eleanor’s Spaces 
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Appendix G: Cinematography References 
 
High School (1968) 
 
 
Mud (2011) 
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Tree of Life (2011) 
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The Blu-Ray copy of the thesis film Into the Green is located in the Earl K. Long Library. 
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